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shower  |  technical specifications

Overview:
Saving water is a must in all hospitality establishments

such as sports centres. The solution is at your fingertips,

guaranteed by a simple and functional electronic

shower. The electronic Shower column will make

facility managers happy with significantly lower water

bills. Users will appreciate the advanced functions and

convenient use. The column is made of stainless steel 

with polished chrome finish.

Available Versions:
For cold or pre-mixed water.

Available Power:
3 AA 1.5 V alkaline batteries.

230 Vac – 5 Vdc safety transformer.



electronic shower

Advantages:
Photocell activation.

Guaranteed water savings of minimum 50%.

Hygiene and wellbeing.

Easy to use.

Long battery life.

100% made in Italy.

Hospitality Public HolidaySport

Recommended for:

Shower column
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Shower Column

Power: 3x1.5V AA alkaline batteries 
 006.43  .gK :thgiew egakcaP

25 working days :ytilibaliavA
Sensor body in marine stainless steel

sdaeh rewohs 2 htiW 
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Power: 5 Vdc transformer 
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Power: 3x1.5V AA alkaline batteries 
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feet washer 1 dna sdaeh rewohs 2 htiW  
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Power: 5 Vdc transformer 
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1 dna sdaeh rewohs 2 htiW  

    

Transformers, batteries, flexible hoses, stop taps and accessories are all included in the price.

Certifications:

Packaging: not included in the pricing

  EMC  HACCP  D.M.174  Safety Transfomer    (230Vac/5Vdc)

Sensor body
in AISI 316 marine

stainless steel

Base to be cemented

Feet washer

shower heads
in chromed
brass

Sensor body in marine stainless steel

Sensor body in marine stainless steel

Sensor body in marine stainless steel

feet washer

25 working days

25 working days

25 working days

Extractible
panel

Extractible
panel


